
Be inspired by Cachet, a brand new collection of 
contemporary and sophisticated blind fabrics with an 
extensive range of colours, transparencies and textures. 
Find a fresh new fabric from Cachet’s innovative colour 
range with everything from clean modern textiles, to 
rustic natural weaves, to rich elegant textures. 

Discover a fresh range of colours & textures at: 

mermet.com.au/cachet

WHITES
Create a cool, calm retreat with pure white 
or breathe warmth into your room with 
soft ivory or cream. The fresh tones of the 
white collection will add tranquillity and 
sophistication to any home. These simple 
and pristine shades can be combined with 
one of Cachet’s delicate and lustrous 
fabrics for a soft and peaceful setting.

NEuTralS
Weave nature into your home with the 
light tones and raw texture of the neutral 
collection. This range of unassuming 
creams and beiges is endlessly versatile. 
Match with one of Cachet’s unique textures 
to bring your room to life, or select a 
classic and understated fabric to blend 
the subtle shades to your décor. With the 
neutral collection, you can choose to make 
a statement or let the gentle tones quietly 
refine your room.

YElloWS
let your imagination run wild with this 
remarkable collection of warm and engaging 
yellows. The light and serene shades of 
natural cotton and lively canary are spun 
into durable yet delicate designs that 
perfectly reflect the great australian 
landscape. The deeper, bolder tones 
of ochre and gold offer more dramatic 
inspiration and are given another dimension 
by Cachet’s distinctive weaves.

GrEENS
light and modern, natural and organic, 
or deep and formal, the Cachet green 
collection brings balance to any setting. 
Crisp lime for a cool modern look, lush 
forest for a natural and organic flavour, or 
deep olive for classic good taste, soothing 
greens are ideal for nurturing a harmonious 
home environment. Choose from a selection 
of understated screens or soft fabrics to 
bring perfect balance to your room.

PINkS
Expect the unexpected with this vibrant and 
energetic collection. Make a splash with 
exotic salmon, create a friendly elegance 
with deeper tones, or inject a gentle sense 
of fun with warm beige or grey. Cachet’s 
new fabrics will draw out your true colours, 
whether bright and bold or quietly inviting.

lIlaCS
The lilac collection spins a romantic tale 
with its gentle hues and quiet creativity. 
With a delicate range of slightly tinted 
shades, ideal for an intimate setting, this 
collection will gently warm your room. 
Select one of the softer fabrics for a 
dreamy feel or choose a more complex 
texture to add interest and intrigue.

BroWNS
a delicious range of rich and reliable 
browns, this collection oozes comfort, so 
snuggle up and enjoy these warm and earthy 
shades. Choose from names like Truffle, 
Mocha, Fudge and Coffee, and combine 
them with one of Cachet’s new fabrics for 
a sumptuous sheen or a rustic relief, to 
create the perfect blend for your home.

CHarCoalS
a touch of class. The charcoal collection is 
a timeless selection of fabrics designed to 
frame your room with smooth, elegant lines.  
The lighter shades of grey and smoke, 
when teamed with a transparent screen, 
bring a quiet confidence to brighten and lift 
your room, while dark charcoal and blacks, 
when teamed with bolder textures, create a 
dramatic and commanding finish.  




